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There are various methods through which food is availed to people all over the world. Food is one
the essential factors for all the people in the world. Due to this factor it is important for the
governments to distribute food to all the sectors of the society at a large. There are various steps
taken by different sectors in the economy. In spite of all these there are places on earth where
people do not have enough food to eat. While on the other hand food is wasted to a very large
extent by many people in the world. If we visit some parts of Asia, there people consider food as
god and it is not to be wasted. The agricultural sectors have come up with new plans to increase
food production. These plans are for short term and long term as well. The short term plans are
executed with a short span of within one or two years. While the long term plans can extend from
five to ten years. One of the Strategies that sprouted just a few years ago is the Farm Bill.

The Farm bill has recently started its course and there are many people working on its development
even today. The concept of farm bill came up to avail better choices for the agribusiness sectors.
The farm bill breaks up the agribusiness monopolies to make it more vibrant in the market. This is
helping the consumers become friendly to the market. This is because farm bill has made the prices
stable for all the Agri-based food products. This would not only attract is customers but also
contribute to the easy distribution of the food items. Also, the prices of these products do not shoot
up to a large and the customers get what they want at a moderate price. We know the rich class
gets their food very easily however, for people who do not have sufficient income this becomes a
Hercules task to buy food when prices are high. Keep all these issues in mind the farm bill ensures
to reach maximum families through its quality products available in the market. Now it is easier for
the people to start a small business with the support of the farm bill. The farm bill has constructed a
strong local infrastructure in local areas.

Hence with the help of these entire infrastructure facilities farm bill is setting up fair market places. In
order to do all these, at first all independent monopolies that have been existing in the market has to
be broken down. Like WTO controlling all the international trades at a large scale, the farm bill
functions at a micro level. Farms bills control all the farm pricing and contract policies in the market.
Apart from these it all ensures that all the producers get enough sales, it can develop its services
providing them a fair return. While all these things happen, at the same time it the duty of the farm
bill to safeguards its environment. It has brought forth conservation programs to improve the Bio
Diversity, minimize its pollution and also conserve essential resources. For ensuring this entire farm
bill concentrates more in helping the farmers. In this process it selects independent farmers to take
up new operations in maintaining their farms. Through diversified operations the soil is also fertile
and the qualities of the Agri-based products also improve. The security systems as stringent and
works perfect like the alarm systems such as the ADT Home security systems. Hence farm bills not
only help the farmers, however, it helps the consumers and small Agri based industries as well.
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